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PREFACE BY ARNO KWADE

1st Chairman of the LiPLANET network,
TU Braunschweig

On 12 January 2018 at the European

pandemic. Besides setting up the legal

workshop,within the session “Research

the LiPLANET roadmap was developed

idea of LiPLANET was born. Based

include the initiation of the expert groups

Miguel

Energy

between pilot lines and external experts,

e.V., Germany), Simon Perraud (CEA

development of a European reference

concept for a pilot line network, which

process

Coordination and Support Action (CSA)

the way, the importance of a well-

EC, especially Julija Sakovica, and a

production landscape became very

in September 2019 a workshop with

stakeholders, there are many challenges

and industry was organised to identify

resilient

to gather the wishes and needs of

and equipment suppliers.

determine how industrial and academic

7 May 2021 marks an important

basis, the proposal for the LiPLANET

officially founded as a German non-

Battery Cell Research and Innovation

documents and founding the network,

Validation Pilot Line Network”, the

within the project. Other achievements

on the discussion in Brussels, Oscar

for

Storage, Spain), Michael Krausa (KLiB

the round-robin tests as a basis for the

Liten, France) and I prepared the initial

lithium-ion

became the starting point for a later

technicians and researchers. Along

call. After further discussions with the

connected

survey of battery research pilot lines,

clear. As the industry consists of multiple

different stakeholders from research

to overcome in order to establish a

the benefits of a network of pilot lines,

battery ecosystem with strong material

Crespo

(CIDETEC

both industry and academia, and to

pilot lines could work together. On this

project was prepared, submitted, and
finally positively appraised.

accelerated

knowledge

battery

and

training

battery

and

cell

transfer

production

sessions

research

sustainable

for

and

European

date, as the LiPLANET Network was

profit organization with seven founding
members. Today the network comprises

eleven pilot lines and is further growing.

The LiPLANET project kicked off in

The network will continue the work,

in Brussels, which was our first and,

LiPLANET project to further develop the

over the course of the project due to the

regarding battery cell production.

January 2020 with a personal meeting

which has been started within the

unfortunately, last in-person meeting

European battery ecosystem, especially
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Executive Summary
Over the last two years, Europe has

brings together the most relevant

emergence

and key stakeholders to build a more

taken decisive steps to support the
of

an

innovative

and

sustainable battery ecosystem. Within

this ecosystem, research pilot lines for

lithium battery cell production bring
together expertise in battery cell and

production technology and constitute

a crucial infrastructure resource for

European lithium battery cell pilot lines
competitive battery cell manufacturing
ecosystem and increase production

to industrial scale. Achieving this goal
requires joint strategies, which are
presented in this roadmap.

testing and development as well as

This strategic roadmap is part of

However, as solitaires they can hardly

European

for the training and education of staff.
keep up with global advances in cell

production. Cooperation as well as

mutual exchange of data, expertise

and access rights between these pilot
lines is crucial. The LiPLANET network

the

LiPLANET

project

Union’s

under

Horizon

the

2020

Research and Innovation Programme

(Grant Agreement N. 875479), it was
developed in collaboration between
the LiPLANET consortium, the external

advisory board and the expert groups.

Figure 1

LiPLANET
roadmap overview

showcasing the key factors
and milestones

KEY FACTORS

Network & synergies
Technology

LiPLANET network
Pilot lines
Expert groups
Executive board

Data exchange
Knowledge exchange
Education & training
Certification & standardisation
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The roadmap provides guidance to the
LiPLANET network and stakeholders

to foster the innovative, sustainable

and

process

equipment

towards

European industrial scale production.

and digitalised development of lithium

Starting from an assessment of the

testing to industrial scale in Europe.

and battery ecosystem, the roadmap

battery cell production from small-scale

By 2030, the LiPLANET network’s vision

is to be the one-stop shop service
provider for education, knowledge

transfer, testing, certification and pilot
scale production of lithium and postlithium battery cell technologies for

research, industry and authorities.

LiPLANET empowers the development

and upscaling of innovative, sustainable
and competitive lithium battery cells

status quo of the European pilot lines
outlines

milestones

towards

the

realisation of this vision. Actions for

the LiPLANET network and collaborating

stakeholders from today up to 2030 are
defined, by aiming at tangible targets

derived from the milestones. The actions
are structured around the key factors
“Network & synergies”, “Technology”,
“Data

exchange”,

“Knowledge

exchange”, “Education & training” and
“Certification & standardisation”.

MS 2023

MS 2026

MS 2030

Scientific support
for the build-up of the European
battery ecosystem

Lighthouse to facilitate
the safe and sustainable
battery cell production

Pillar for the continuous innovation and
optimisation of industrial scale battery
cell production

LiPLANET VISION
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NETWORK & SYNERGIES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The LiPLANET executive board and

office coordinates the network of pilot

The main responsibility for the various

further sustainable development of the

shared between four expert groups, each

lines. This includes the strategy for the
network, guidance to the expert groups,
the integration of further pilot lines and
the communication and cooperation

within the battery ecosystem. High

priority actions include the development

of a sustainability plan, the creation of

synergies with other EU initiatives and

the establishment of a regular LiPLANET
conference.

Through

continuous

expansion and dissemination of the

service functions offered, LiPLANET will
be established as a coordination force

and ultimately as the one-stop shop for
battery production R&D&I.

Particularly the LiPLANET executive

board and office, in cooperation with the

expert group chairs and external advisory
board will follow up on these actions.

TECHNOLOGY

The goal of LiPLANET is to empower
innovation, development and upscaling

of battery cell technologies, including
next-generation lithium-ion and post-

lithium batteries. In order to live up to this

specific actions within this key factor is
with a complementary technological

focus: EG1 “Safety in pilot line
operations”,
technology

EG2

and

“Production

sustainability”,

EG3 “Cell design and recyclability”,
EG6

“Digitalisation,

methods and quality”.

measurement

DATA EXCHANGE

Early implementation and continuous

optimisation of efficient data exchange

procedures is key to the success of
the

LiPLANET

network.

Increased

connectivity will enable innovation and
new service offerings. For this purpose,
a data exchange platform will be set
up and a basic legal framework for

internal and external data exchange will
be elaborated by 2023. Further actions
within this key factor will facilitate and

advance the digitalisation of the pilot line
production, such as the establishment
of automated data collection and direct

exchange from the production, or the
creation of digital twins of the pilot lines.

aspiration, a continuous monitoring of
technology trends and close collaboration
with equipment manufacturers have to be

Particularly the expert groups EG5

is dedicated to performance, sustainability,

and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement

established early on. Particular emphasis
circular economy, digitisation and flexibility
as well as to quality standards.

“Scientific exchange (Round Robin)”

methods and quality” will follow up on
these actions and introduce them to the
LiPLANET members.

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

associations. Based on the needs and

and maintain a trustful, motivated and fair

in collaboration with the industry, new

The objective of this key factor is to create

culture of knowledge sharing for mutual
benefit. To support this, LiPLANET will

provide guidelines, discuss research
methods, identify research gaps and
anticipate emerging topics around core

technologies and their application. This

will enable the network to act as an
interface between industry and academia,

using the latest knowledge to work on the
future challenges of cell production.

First steps have already been carried
out with the establishment of six expert

groups for information and knowledge
exchange within dedicated topics and

gaps in knowledge and skills identified
curricula and programme content as

well as concepts for vocational training
(e.g. “Learning Factories”) are to be
developed in the LiPLANET pilot lines.
Once established, the programmes

have to be continuously updated and

further specialised to secure the high

level of expertise in Europe in the long
term. While the focus of the education
and training programmes will initially be

on battery production and technology,
recycling

and

secondary

raw

material use are expected to become
increasingly important.

the execution of a round robin test

between the pilot lines within the initial
project consortium. The expansion of

Particularly the expert groups EG4

the network and its further development

“Digitalisation,

the round robin test to pilot lines joining
will be short-term high priority actions.

“Education and training” and EG6
measurement

methods and quality” will follow up on
these actions and introduce them to the
LiPLANET members.

“Scientific exchange (Round Robin)”

CERTIFICATION
& STANDARDISATION

methods and quality” will follow up on

battery standardisation activities in Europe

Particularly the expert groups EG5
and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement
these actions and introduce them to the
LiPLANET members.

LiPLANET pursues the objective to foster

and perpetuate the availability of a highly
trained workforce through collaboration
universities

and

through participation in standardisation

committees and promotion of standards

among industry, pilot lines and material

EDUCATION & TRAINING

with

LiPLANET pursues the objective to support

training

development. Pilot lines within LiPLANET

will work with round robin protocols to
ensure comparable quality standards.
With regard to certification, LiPLANET

pursues the vision of introducing and

9
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establishing a quality seal “LiPLANET

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

approved” for pilot lines, which shows that
the certified pilot lines and products meet

education and formation of staff
exchange of knowledge
and experience

certain quality standards. The actions

exploitation of synergies between

to the development of a standard for

testing and validation capacity

emerged from pilot lines.

and manufacturing equipment

within this key factor lay the foundation

the pilot lines

battery quality “Made in Europe” that has

of innovative cell technologies
flexible pilot scale production

However, for the network to thrive it
Particularly the expert groups EG5

“Scientific exchange (Round Robin)”
and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement

methods and quality” will follow up on
these actions and introduce them to the
LiPLANET members.

requires active collaboration and a joint

effort of the LiPLANET pilot lines and

stakeholders, as well as the incorporation
of further members. Several challenges
are lying ahead of the network and pilot

lines. The roadmap provides ideas and
concepts to face them. Some of these

In summary, the LiPLANET network is

challenges require support from industry

battery ecosystem, its innovation and

main challenges will define the success

vital to support and foster the European

and authorities. In particular, these three

sustainability through:

of the European pilot lines:

Network to achieve an open

further support and incentives to build

the EU

with industrial needs is required urgently.

sharing culture and collaboration in
Finance to achieve long term

financial stability for pilot lines, to

be able to keep up with the industry
People to have the necessary staff
well-trained and available

The lithium battery cell production
industry

will

greatly

benefit

from

the network, but this also requires
a

mutual

knowledge

exchange

through collaboration, open science

and transparency. The industry pilot
lines are invited to join and actively

participate in the LiPLANET network,

too. National and European authorities

need to continue and expand their
support for the pilot lines to provide
long-term stability, additional growth

and avoid dependencies. Additionally,

up training and education capacity in line
Beside the LiPLANET roadmap, there
are other important roadmaps, visions
and strategic agendas of the various

ongoing European initiatives in the
battery ecosystem. They have different
focuses and contents, but ideally the

same overarching objective. It is essential

to keep that bigger picture in mind and

to assure that the various actions are

properly aligned. The LiPLANET network
will be an important part of the puzzle

by strengthening the pilot lines through
collaboration and knowledge exchange,

to provide the best possible services
to the European battery ecosystem of
academia, industry and authority.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 LiPLANET IN BRIEF
1.2 FRAMEWORK AND SCOPE

1.1

LiPLANET IN BRIEF

15

The overall objective of the LiPLANET project is to create a
European innovation and production ecosystem and reinforce
the position of the European Union (EU) in the lithium battery

cell manufacturing market. LiPLANET plans to build a more
competitive ecosystem for the production of lithium battery

cells and to increase knowledge and experience regarding

the production of battery cells to industrial scale by bringing
together the most relevant European lithium battery cell R&D
pilot lines and the main stakeholders of the battery sector. The

LiPLANET project lays the foundation for a network of battery
cell pilot lines in Europe. This network allows for the exploitation

of synergies between pilot line operators, the identification of
knowledge and equipment gaps, and the organisation of joint

trainings. It further supports collaboration between industry
and academia and facilitates access to the market.

The following figure provides an overview of the different
activities pursued during the project:

Figure 2

H2020

LiPLANET project
objectives
Map the European R&D
battery cell pilot lines
Create inventory of pilot lines
technologies, scales & expertise

Identify skills
and equipment gaps

Conduct round‐robin tests
to compare qualification methods

Develop a roadmap for the network
to support European industry

Issue recommendations
to policy makers

Promote mutual data and knowledge
exchange between network members

Promote the network activities

Provide training materials

Define a standardised legal framework
for network members
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The LiPLANET project is a Coordination and Support Action
(CSA) funded by the EU under the Horizon 2020 Research

INTRODUCTION

and Innovation Programme (Grant Agreement N. 875479)
with a consortium of eight partners. Five of the leading
European lithium battery cell production pilot lines (TU

Braunschweig BLB, ABEE, AIT, CEA Liten and CIDETEC) as
well as InnoEnergy, the knowledge innovation community,
EMIRI, the Energy Materials Industrial Research Initiative

and VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik GmbH as technology and
innovation consultancy. The project ran from January 2020 to
March 2022.
Figure 3

LiPLANET

consortium

1.2

FRAMEWORK AND SCOPE

THE EMERGING EUROPEAN BATTERY ECOSYSTEM
According to current forecasts, up to 30% of global battery

cells will be produced in Europe in 20301. The drivers of this

development are the targeted climate goals and focus on
electrified vehicles for the transition of the mobility sector.

The European ecosystem has developed with tremendous

pace and has competitive suppliers in all elements of the
value chain. Industry and politics have recognised that

battery cell production close to the customer is becoming
one of the essential projects of the future. The investments

in technology development and research are growing. Close
cooperation and professional exchange between the key
players are required as a success factor.

Over the last two years, Europe made decisive steps to

support the emergence of an innovative and sustainable

battery ecosystem. The importance of battery cell production
for the industrial and competition policy was recognised

with two Important Projects of Common European Interest.

The IPCEI (approved in 2019 and 2021, respectively) bundle

the innovation competences along the value chain, from
the extraction of the primary material to the recycling and
second-use of batteries. This initial spark from research and

innovation will be consolidated in large-scale production
sites. These initial sites are already attracting further investors

who see the expansion of further production capacities as
economically promising. Networking activities, such as the
European Battery Alliance, not only bundle the expertise of

the industry, but also actively involve actors from research
and science. The co-programmed partnership BATT4EU was

established under Horizon Europe to boost a competitive,
sustainable and circular European battery value chain until
2030. The European Commission is setting the framework

for industrial policy through guidelines such as the battery

1.

www.ipcei-batteries.eu/accompanying-research/market-updates

17

regulation, including requirements for sustainability and

18

environmental compatibility. With innovation and a combined

effort, Europe aims to consolidate the European battery
INTRODUCTION

ecosystem and achieve the targeted climate objectives.

THE ROLE OF LiPLANET
The battery cell production pilot lines across Europe play

an important role in this. They bring together know-how in
battery technology and cell production and enable them to
be tested and further developed. However, as solitaires, they

can hardly keep up with global advances in cell production.

To maximise the impact for competitiveness, cooperation as
well as mutual exchange of data, expertise and access rights

between these pilot lines is crucial. The LiPLANET network
brings together the European lithium battery cell production
pilot lines and key players in the battery sector.

The various European initiatives and national authorities
Figure 4

have developed individual roadmaps, visions and strategic

LiPLANET
network position

Battery2030+. Some of them are technology roadmaps,

among the European
stakeholders

agendas, to name a few: Batt4EU, Batteries Europe or

collaboration
education
knowledge transfer
testing
certification
pilot scale production

LiPLANET empowers the development
and upscaling of innovative, sustainable
and competitive lithium battery cells
and process equipment in Europe.

while others are focusing on the strategic development, such

as the LiPLANET roadmap. It is essential to keep the bigger
picture in mind and to assure that the individual initiatives with
overlapping stakeholders are properly aligned. The LiPLANET

network hereby sees its role in the strengthening of the pilot
lines through knowledge exchange and collaboration, to
provide the best possible services to the European battery
ecosystem of academia, industry and authority.

OBJECTIVE OF THE ROADMAP
One of the main objectives of the LiPLANET project is to develop

a roadmap for the LiPLANET network of pilot lines for lithium
battery cell production. The roadmap will provide guidance to the

network and stakeholders to foster the innovative, sustainable
and digitalised development of lithium battery cell production
from small-scale testing to industrial scale in Europe.

During the last 2 years, the LiPLANET consortium conducted
several workshops, webinars and review loops with

stakeholders of the European battery ecosystem to develop
the strategic roadmap to reach the LiPLANET 2030 vision.

19
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METHODOLOGY

2.1 ROADMAP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

ROADMAP DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

21

This strategic roadmap has been developed in a joint effort

between the LiPLANET project consortium and more than
100 stakeholders from the European battery ecosystem.
For further information on the LiPLANET network structure,

including the external advisory board and the expert groups,
see section 4.3.

The development process can be structured
into three phases:

Table 1

ROADMAP

development phases

Phase 1

Vision & status quo assessment
Evaluation of the background:
context, trends and status

Preparation of the vision for the LiPLANET network
Elaboration of the SWOT analysis of the pilot lines
in Europe

Identification of gaps and key factors on the road 		
towards the long-term objective

Phase 2

Milestones & actions characterisation
Definition of milestones

Identification and characterisation of actions

Phase 3

Discussion and validation of the results

During Phase 1, the general framework for the roadmap was
prepared. It is vital to base the roadmap process on a joint
vision that represents a future normative state to which the

community aspires to. Based on existing European strategic
objectives for the battery value chain and roadmaps relevant
for the lithium battery sector, the year 2030 was agreed upon
within the LiPLANET consortium as the reference year for the

vision. The LiPLANET vision 2030 was jointly developed by

the LiPLANET consortium and external advisory board during
a workshop in 2020. It is presented in chapter 3.

Thereafter, it is key to understand the status quo, in order

to identify challenges on the way towards the vision. The

22

status quo assessment for the European lithium battery cell
production pilot lines was based on the input from a survey

METHODOLOGY

among the LiPLANET pilot lines and a second interactive
stakeholder workshop in 2020. It comprised a SWOT analysis

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) as well as the

identification of the gaps and obstacles between the status
quo of the pilot lines network and the LiPLANET vision. The
main results of this analysis are shown in section 4.4.

By contrasting the vision and the status quo, a number of key

factors crucial to overcome challenges and to achieve the
vision were identified. The key factors indicate paths on the
road towards the vision. They build the link between the gaps

and challenges on one side and the vision on the other. Each
of the gaps and challenges should be addressed by at least
one of the key factors. Closing a gap often requires a series

of actions in one or more key factors. The final key factors are
presented in chapter 6.

In Phase 2, milestones for the years 2023, 2026 and 2030, i.e.

a set of interim goals, have been back-casted from the vision

to the status quo. In this back-casting process, actions have

been ascribed to the key factors to achieve each milestone. The
proposed milestones and actions for the LiPLANET roadmap

were developed by the LiPLANET consortium. They are based

on the input collected during two interactive stakeholder
workshops held in 2021 and were further elaborated in later
discussions between the LiPLANET consortium, external
advisory board and expert groups.

In Phase 3, the results of the roadmap were discussed
and validated in an interactive peer review processes
and dedicated workshops, involving a larger number of

stakeholders of the LiPLANET pilot lines and expert groups.

The finalised milestones (see chapter 5) and actions (see
chapter 6) constitute the main part of this strategic roadmap.

23
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VISION

VISION FOR THE EUROPEAN
NETWORK OF RESEARCH
PILOT LINES FOR LITHIUM
BATTERY CELLS
LiPLANET IN 2030
Europe benefits from a powerful
innovation and production
ecosystem built upon a strong, selfsustaining network.
The LiPLANET network is the
one-stop-shop service provider
for education, knowledge transfer,
testing, certification and pilot scale
production of lithium and
post-lithium battery cell
technologies for research,
industry and authorities.

The vision describes the desired future

process and has been slightly adapted

in 2030. It constitutes its goals and

The following visualisation shows the

at the beginning of the roadmapping

the year 2030.

position

of

the

LiPLANET

network

objectives. The vision was developed

to current developments since then.

main elements of the LiPLANET vision for

Connecting and
integrating the R&D
battery cell pilot lines all
around Europe, being
inclusive
towards industrial
and non-industrial
stakeholders

Figure 5

Promoting the
combined and
individual features
and capabilities
of the pilot lines

LiPLANET
vision 2030

Accelerating the
application of
circular economy
and Industry 4.0
in battery cell
production

LiPLANET empowers the
development and upscaling
of innovative, sustainable
and competitive lithium
battery cells and process
equipment towards
European industrial scale
production.

Establishing the
competencies,
standards, value
chains, and unique
selling propositions

Fostering training
and education as
well as the exchange
of knowledge and
best practices

Aligning with the
European strategies
on sustainability and
batteries

Conjoining with
complementary
initiatives, projects
and pilot lines
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PILOT LINES IN THE EUROPEAN
BATTERY ECOSYSTEM
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

LiPLANET PILOT LINE DEFINITION
PILOT LINES OF THE NETWORK
LiPLANET NETWORK STRUCTURE
CHALLENGES OF THE PILOT LINES IN EUROPE

4.1

LiPLANET PILOT LINE DEFINITION
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Pilot lines are covering a broad range of capabilities, like
cell assembly, testing and development of novel cells and

production equipment, life cycle analysis, development of
digital manufacturing environments, evaluation of scale-up
effects or generation of production data. While a pilot line

does not have to cover the whole value chain of a battery (as
seen in Figure 6), as a minimum the electrode manufacturing,
cell assembly and cell finishing should be included.

Figure 6

Battery value chain

PILOT LINE

Raw
materials

Battery
materials

Electrodes
manufacturing

Cell
assembly

Cell
finishing

Modules
packs

Application
end-user

During the LiPLANET project a three-level definition of pilot lines
has been established and minimum requirements for the scope

and technical capabilities of pilot lines to join the LiPLANET

network have been defined (see Table 3). Further key criteria for

Table 2

to share and disclose information and data if necessary. The full

to assess the pilot line
candidate to join
LiPLANET network.

a LiPLANET membership include the willingness and openness

set of eligibility criteria has been worked into a survey for pilot

Eligibility criteria

line candidates (to be found on www.liplanet.eu).
DEFINITION ITEMS
Cell format

LiPLANETS APPRAISAL

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA / KPIs

Pouch

≥ 1Ah cell size

Prismatic and/or
Cylindrical

Electrodes
manufacturing

Essential machine-led
manufacturing steps

Continuous production

≥ 2 m/day

Electrode production

These essential process
steps must be at least
semi-automatic
(machine controlled)

Both side of current collector 		
coated (lithium ion battery, LIB) 		
sequentially or simultaneously

≥ 2 m/batch (roll)

Electrode calendering
Electrode cutting

Electrode stacking or winding
Tab welding

Electrolyte addition (LIB) /
production (all-solid-state
battery, ASSB)
Cell formation

or

≥ 20 cells (< 10 Ah) /day
≥ 10 cells (> 10 Ah) /day

The essential pilot line battery cell manufacturing steps are
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shown in Figure 7 in a more comprehensive visualisation,
Figure 7

Overview

battery cell
manufacturing steps

starting with the mixing of active material, binder and
conductive agent in specific mass ratios up to the initial charge
and discharge operation on the assembled cell (formation)
and the following analysis of the completed battery cell.

ELECTRODES
MANUFACTURING

MATERIAL

Mixing

Coating
and drying

Calendering

CELL
ASSEMBLY
Cutting

Stacking

Contacting

Electrolyte
filling

CELL
FINISHING
Formation

Aging

Quality
control

CELLS

Sealing
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PILOT LINES OF THE NETWORK
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The network is growing continuously. By March 2022,
eleven pilot lines have become LiPLANET members after

Figure 8

listed below. If you are interested to join or learn more, please

pilot lines

successfully completing the survey. The current members are
follow: www.liplanet.eu

LiPLANET

4.3
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LiPLANET NETWORK STRUCTURE

PILOT LINES IN THE EUROPEAN BATTERY ECOSYSTEM

The LiPLANET network brings together European lithium

battery cell production pilot lines and stakeholders to

share competencies and to enhance the European battery
ecosystem. The LiPLANET network structure is based on two

stakeholder groups: The LiPLANET members and external
stakeholders. Members are the pilot lines that meet the
LiPLANET eligibility criteria and have joined the network. The
external stakeholder are experts from the entire battery value

chain, among other from further pilot lines, research facilities,
Figure 9

LiPLANET

network structure

universities, industry, related initiatives or authorities. They

participate in the expert groups and selected stakeholder

from the industry and the EU are participating in the external
advisory board. The office supports the executive board in
the implementation and execution of the tasks.

Member

External stakeholder

EXTERNAL
ADVISORY
BOARD

EXECUTIVE
BOARDS

OFFICE

LiPLANET
PILOT LINES

EXPERT
GROUPS

FIRST LiPLANET EXECUTIVE BOARD
STATUS MARCH 2022
The executive board represents and leads the LiPLANET
members and can be elected only by the members. The board

oversees the network’s operations and development, defines
and reassesses the strategic direction, makes major decisions

and coordinates the communication and cooperation within
the network and with the battery ecosystem.

POSITION

NAME

ENTITY

Figure 10

1st Chairman

Prof. Dr. Arno Kwade

Battery LabFactory
Braunschweig – BLB

network structure

2nd Chairman

Dr. Simon Perraud

CEA - Liten

Communication

Estibalitz Crespo Acillona

CIC EnergiGUNE

Expert Groups

Dr. Marcus Jahn

Austrian Institute
of Technology – AIT

Finances

Dr. Rahul Gopalakrishnan

Avesta Battery and Energy
Engineering – ABEE

LiPLANET

EXTERNAL ADVISORY BOARD
STATUS MARCH 2022
The external advisory board consists of dedicated experts

from different countries and backgrounds (cell/machine
manufacturers, material suppliers, OEM, etc.). They are

invited by the executive board and advise the executive
board on the strategic orientation of the network. Their

knowledge will shape both the network and the future

battery production landscape in Europe. Furthermore they
are also invited and participate in the expert groups.
POSITION ON BOARD
Material suppliers
Machine suppliers
Cell manufacturers
End users
Digitalization

Associations etc.

EU organisations

NAME

ENTITY

Dr. Fabrice Stassin

Umicore SA/NV

Ludovic Odoni

Solvay SA

Dr. Adrian Spillmann

Bühler AG

Jürgen Pendl

Sovema Group S.P.A

Dr. Daniela Werlich

Custom Cells Itzehoe GmbH

Patrick Bernard

Saft SA

Dr. Peter Lamp

BMW AG

Zoltan Vigh

JEDLIK ÁNYOS CLUSTER

Marc Deyda

Siemens AG

Nicolas Vallin

Dassault Systèmes

Dr. Michael Krausa

Kompetenznetzwerk
Lithium-Ionen-Batterien e. V.

Philippe Jaques

Emiri

Johan Blondelle

European Commission,
Directorate-General Research & Innovation

Stefano Saguatti

Manz Italy Srl
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The expert groups exchange and discuss scientific findings

and presentations in order to accelerate knowledge transfer

among relevant stakeholders. They are the main discussion
platform for staff from the member plot lines and selected

experts from industrial and scientific stakeholders. Over the
course of the following years, the expert groups will collect

Figure 11

LiPLANET
expert groups

overview and common
actions

best practices, define standards, collaborate on projects,

perform workshops and pull together the scientific community
of lithium battery research in Europe.

THE HOUSE OF LiPLANET EXPERT GROUPS

GENERAL
GROUP
ACTIONS

TECHNICAL

Best practices

Scientific exchange

Benchmarking & comparison

Information material
& summaries of core findings

Exchange of experience

Education

EG1
Safety in pilot
line operations

EG2
Production technology
and sustainability

EG3
Cell design
and recyclability

EG4
Education
and training

EG5
Scientific exchange
(Round Robin)

EG6
Digitalisation,
measurement
methods and quality

GROUP-SPECIFIC
TOPICS

In April 2021, the LiPLANET network launched six different

expert groups. Each expert group appoints an expert group
chairperson. The chairperson coordinates the expert group.

They meet regularly with the other chairs and the board to
discuss development, results, ideas and strategic direction of

the groups. A brief description of the topics of the established
expert groups is given in the following table.

Table 3

LiPLANET

Expert groups

EG1
Safety in pilot
line operations

Chair: Dr. Alice Hoffmann – ZSW

Processing of materials (process steps
from material mixing to electrode coating)
Development of new materials
and process technologies

Battery performance and safety

National and EU regulations on safety
Exchange of data and knowledge

EG3
Cell design
and recyclability

Chair: Rajapandian Rajagopal – ABEE

Cell design, cell format, cell chemistries, casings
Design for recycling strategies /
second life / upcycling
Safety in recycling

Safety and energy efficiency

EG2
Production technology
and sustainability

Chair: Dr. Felipe Cerdas – TU Braunschweig

Production technology (innovative processes,
flexible production processes, optimisation,
circular production)
Production quality aspects

Tracking and optimising resource
and energy efficiency

Life cycle assessment, life-cycle costing

EG4
Education
and training

Chair: Jan Verveckken – Innoenergy

Development of workshops
and educational materials

Training of experts and pilot line operators
Transdisciplinary teaching programmes

Tracking of new legal requirements
(e.g. new battery directive)

End-of-life strategies for battery cells
and circular economy approaches

EG5
Scientific exchange
(Round Robin)

Chair: Roman Korzynietz – VDI/VDE-IT

Knowledge and data transfer

Benchmarking and identification
of knowledge gaps
Standards and protocols

Technology trends (e.g. post Lithium cells)
and long-term challenges

EG6
Digitalisation, measurement
methods and quality

Chair: Prof. Alejandro Franco – Université de Picardie
Jules Verne

Physics-based modelling
(multiscale & multi-physics, cyber-physical)

Artificial Intelligence/Machine learning modelling
(big data assessment and forecasting)

Standardisation of experimental and modelling
data, data management approaches, ontologies
Quality control (intermediate and end product)
In-line measurement methods
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LiPLANET coordination with international initiatives
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An analysis of how and with which international initiatives the
individual LiPLANET pilot lines are already connected shows

that by bringing the pilot lines together they have a very strong
bond with the European battery ecosystem. Together they
Figure 12

LiPLANET

exemplary network
connections

can bundle their strengths and speak with one consolidated
voice for the development of innovative, sustainable battery

systems. Figure 10 gives an exemplary view of some of the
most relevant connections.

4.4

CHALLENGES OF THE PILOT LINES
IN EUROPE

In a mapping exercise performed as part of the LiPLANET
project in 2020, seventeen European lithium battery cell

production pilot lines have been identified which meet the

LiPLANET eligibility criteria described in section 4.1. Four
facilities were classified as potential members. Currently
they do not meet the eligibility criteria but they are planning
upgrades in the near future.

The operators of the identified pilot lines are predominantly

universities and RTOs. All identified pilot line facilities
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expressed the willingness to cooperate among each other
through e.g. joint funded R&D projects. The pilot line

operators mostly focus on the design and engineering of
lithium-ion battery processes, while some facilities also have
the capabilities to manufacture all-solid-state batteries.

The variety, versatility and flexibility regarding battery cell
technology and production equipment were also identified

as major strengths of the European lithium battery pilot line
landscape in the SWOT analysis performed during a workshop
in the first phase of the roadmapping process in October
2020. However, a number of weaknesses and threats were
also determined, which are summarised in table 4.

MAIN WEAKNESSES AND THREATS

Table 4

Gap of competitiveness between pilot lines and large manufacturers
(process, technology, price, innovation, staff) due to accessible
information, financing, economy of scale

summarised weaknesses
and threat

Lower experience in upscaling to mass production
Potential IP conflicts
Limited information / exchange from equipment suppliers
Pilot lines momentarily more competing than open collaboration
Lack of contact / collaboration with industrial projects / pilot lines
Industry willing to develop their technology in a non-collaborative mode
No incentives for knowledge sharing
Lack of engineers and experts
Full automation and big data application beyond scope of most pilot lines
Some sustainability measures require higher production volume
High capex for next generation equipment required
Lack of funding / financial support for operating costs and equipment
(or funding programmes too small in scope)
Fast development of battery tech and equipment difficult for standardisation
initiatives
No uniform legislation and regulation through EU countries

PILOT LINES

In a further step during the workshop, gaps and obstacles
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between the status quo and the vision were derived, which
are opposed to the individual vision statements in Table 5.
Table 5

GAPS

between status quo
and vision

VISION STATEMENTS
Connect and integrate
the R&D battery cell pilot lines

GAPS
Easily accessible and searchable overview or database of existing
European pilot lines and their competencies
Match between self-assessment of pilot lines and LiPLANET
definition
Established contact to IPCEI pilot lines

Promote the combined
and individual features
and capabilities

Higher level of acquaintance between pilot line operators given the
multitude of lines

Accelerating circular economy
and Industry 4.0

Stronger focus on raw material supply chains, circular material
flows, recycling processes and recycling potential in pilot lines
Common software package to store and analyse production data

Establishing the competencies,
standards and value chains

LiPLANET membership / linkage of all relevant pilot lines

“LiPLANET approved” seal
for pilot lines

Changeable “Seal of Approval“

Foster of training and
exchange of knowledge

Willingness for exchange of knowledge between pilot line operators
in light of (strong) competition

Leverage of the pilot lines on the community, e.g. standardisation
boards

Training on technical level, especially for mass production
Established contact to IPCEI pilot lines
Availability of engineers/ experts from the network based
on the needs identified by expert groups
Experience in upscaling / reaching high productivity at higher
production volumes
Aligning with EU strategies

Knowledge of content of new regulatory framework for batteries
Alignment between multiple EU initiatives

Conjoining with
complementary initiatives

Stronger incentive for other initiatives to cooperate with the network
in light of e.g. low material production volume

One-stop-shop service
provider

Clear allocation of responsibilities between network and pilot lines,
e.g. on who provides the service, especially regarding scale up work)
Contractual framework which guarantees confidentiality and IP
protection

Empowers innovative,
sustainable, competitive
cells and equipment
development and upscaling

European battery equipment collaboration

Others

Common understanding that Europe can hold its own against the
competition only if all efforts are combined to overcome challenges
like IP, funding etc.

Availability of equipment for Gen 4

Sustainable funding and financial support

MAIN CHALLENGES
Based on the information collected during the workshop on
weaknesses, threats and gaps, three main challenges for
the success of the European pilot lines can be identified:

�

Network - to achieve an open sharing culture
and collaboration in the EU

�

Finance - to achieve long term financial stability for the
pilot lines, to be able to keep up with the industry

�

People - to have the necessary staff well-trained
and available

It is important for the LiPLANET network to address those

challenges. The network will not be able to overcome those
challenges alone. A strong collaboration with the different
stakeholders from industry, academia, other initiatives and
authorities is necessary. Ideas and concepts for actions are
presented in chapter 6.

The lithium battery cell production industry will greatly benefit

from the network, but this also requires a mutual knowledge
exchange

through

collaboration,

open

science

and

transparency. For example by sharing experiences and inviting
pilot lines to participate in the development, construction and
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ramp up of industrial production lines. The pilot lines from
the industry are invited to join and actively participate in the

PILOT LINES IN THE EUROPEAN BATTERY ECOSYSTEM

LiPLANET network, too. National and European authorities
need to continue and expand their support for the pilot lines

to provide long-term stability, additional growth and avoid

dependencies. This should help to keep the costly equipment
up to date, cope with operation and maintenance expenses,
as well as to hire new and keep experienced staff.

Availability of well-trained staff is a major challenge in several
industries of the energy transition. This holds true for the lithium

battery industry in particular, as an entire new ecosystem with

high skill requirements is developing. Not only for industrial

production lines, also for the pilot lines it is becoming harder
to find and keep staff. The outlook for industrial production

lines under construction makes clear that this challenge will
intensify. Pilot lines will play an important role in the education
and formation of staff, but the capacities are limited in all

dimensions, such as available space, instructors, material or

equipment. Further support, coordination and incentives to
build up training and education capacity in line with industrial
needs are required urgently.
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p.41
p.44
p.46

MILESTONES

5.1 MILESTONE 1 - 2023
5.2 MILESTONE 2 - 2026
5.3 MILESTONE 3 - 2030

The three milestones (MS) along the timeline will help to verify
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the LiPLANET network’s progress towards the vision. They

describe the aspired future state of the interaction of the pilot
lines with the ecosystem. Specific targets are linked to the

key factors. This way, actions can be allocated per key factor
in order to make sure, the specific targets will be reached.

Table 6

LiPLANET milestones
titles overview

MS 1 – 2023

Scientific support for the build-up

of the European battery ecosystem
through open collaboration
and exchange
MS 2 – 2026

Lighthouse of the European battery
ecosystem, facilitating safe

and sustainable battery cell production
MS 3 – 2030

Pillar of the European battery

ecosystem for the continuous innovation
and optimisation of industrial scale
battery cell production

5.1

MILESTONE 1 - 2023

2023 – Scientific support for the build-up

of the European battery ecosystem through open
collaboration and exchange

The LiPLANET network includes Europe’s most capable and
advanced research pilot lines for battery cell production.

In this way, the network reaches the ever-increasing

demands for sustainability, production quality, scrap rate
minimization, digitalisation and throughput. It successfully

bridges the knowledge flow between the European battery
industry and academia to prepare materials, processes,
technologies and strategies for their practical application.
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LiPLANET supports the build-up phase of the European

battery ecosystem, especially the European battery industry, in
MILESTONES

terms of production techniques, equipment, human resources

development, certification and standardisation. The network
uses the diversity of competence profiles of each pilot line. The

research pilot lines within the network focus on state of the art
and next generation lithium battery cell technologies, covering
the bandwidth of chemistries and formats. They also elaborate a

clear understanding of the challenges and requirements for the
transition to next generation battery technologies. Methods for

open collaboration, knowledge and data exchange are available
and regularly applied, leading to a quickly increasing learning
curve in the network. In this way, LiPLANET contributes to the

goal of Horizon Europe of fostering open science practices
across the European Research Area. Capacity is being built

for initial studies and vocational training in cooperation with

academia and professional training associations to train the

future work force for industry. In order to raise the standards in
international comparison and provide the requested services

to the European battery ecosystem, the LiPLANET pilot lines
reach a joint understanding on sustainability and product

quality requirements. Eventually, this will lead to a “LiPLANET

approved” seal. By 2023, the implementation of the seal is in

preparation. The pilot lines of the network are committed and
ready for early adoption of the battery passport solutions for
tracing and sustainability evaluation of battery cells.

Within the European battery ecosystem, LiPLANET closely

cooperates with other initiatives like BATTERY 2030+ (the
long-term research initiative on batteries), BATT4EU (the
Battery European partnership), ETIP Batteries Europe (the

technology and innovation platform of the European Battery
Alliance) and IPCEI BATTERIES (the 2 “Important Projects
of Common European Interest” on batteries) . Within these

cooperations LiPLANET is clearly recognized and accepted
as the overarching voice of the European R&D battery cells
production pilot lines.

In order for the network to meet the above description, the
following tangible targets should be achieved by 2023:

Table 7

Milestone 1
2023 Targets

SPECIFIC TARGET

DESCRIPTION

LiPLANET as a
comprehensive
network covering all
required competencies
and production steps

Joint strategies together with industry and academia are developed
to provide customised innovation and implementation plans, e.g. for
production, testing and education, making use of the diverse specific
pilot line competence profiles within the network.

LiPLANET as contact
point and support

The LiPLANET network links industrial companies and other European
initiatives under consideration with suitable members for inquiries
about topics such as the design of production lines, LCA evaluation,
the development of innovative processes and control strategies as
scientific support and mentoring for industrial projects.

LiPLANET jointly develops sustainability and circular economy
evaluation criteria for all network partners.

LiPLANET supports its members in drawing up agreements on legal
security, cooperation and exchange within the network, as well as
framework agreements with material and machinery suppliers as well
as other European initiatives.

Knowledge transfer
and continuous
awareness of
new R&D trends

Knowledge transfer and awareness on technological trends are
fostered by regular LiPLANET (virtual) conferences and workshops.

Data exchange

A best practice data format, suitable for digitalisation actions, is
defined within the network. The network members have access to a
common data exchange platform.

Education
and training

In order to adequately fill the knowledge gaps, vocational training
courses are designed by the members of the LiPLANET network with
support of the network organisation and in collaboration with external
partners and initiatives, such as EBA Academy.

Knowledge gaps regarding industrial scale production are identified
continuously.

International exchange programmes for postgraduates and postdocs
will be developed to increase the attractiveness of the LiPLANET pilot
lines as a workplace in line with the European Skills Agenda.
LiPLANET provides training for the pilot lines, to be able to collect relevant
data to comply with battery passport requirements.
Sustainability and
circular battery
economy

The LiPLANET network develops a joint understanding of the
requirements on sustainability and recyclability.

LiPLANET approved
certification

Requirements and KPIs regarding sustainability, production quality
and throughput for a “LiPLANET approved” seal for pilot lines are
defined and jointly agreed on. The measure is defined and a basis for
the certification process is laid.

Open science

Open science principles are implemented within the collaborations.
Guidance on the application of open science principles is available
for all network members.

KEY FACTORS
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5.2

MILESTONE 2 - 2026

MILESTONES

2026 – Lighthouse of the European battery ecosystem,

facilitating the safe and sustainable battery cell production
The LiPLANET network supports the European battery

production ecosystem in the production ramp-up phase by

providing innovation and service in testing, validation and
scientific advice for large-scale production of state of the

art and next generation lithium battery cells, with a focus on
circular value chains and minimising the carbon footprint.

The LiPLANET members together (i.e. at different locations)
demonstrate all steps of industrial cell production in an

automated and connected Industry 4.0 pilot environment and
a sustainable circular economy through the cooperation of

various pilot lines of the network. Synergies and knowledge

exchange within the network are used for innovation,
advanced standardisation, quality improvements and an
effective transition to next generation technologies. In this
way, LiPLANET drives production technology innovation

to strengthen the competitiveness of the European battery
industry. Through LiPLANET members, innovations in cell

technology, components and production equipment are
tested and validated to accelerate the transfer to industrial
cell production. Joint projects between LiPLANET pilot

lines and industrial companies promote the acceptance
and application of open science. The “LiPLANET approved”

seal is established and recognised in industry and research.
Through collaboration with universities, LiPLANET brings
about a stronger emphasis in academic curricula on the

competences required for industrial scale production to

ensure the availability of a well-trained workforce. Exchange
programmes enrich vocational training and knowledge
exchange between the pilot lines.

In order for the network to meet the above description, the
following tangible targets should be achieved by 2026:

Table 8

Milestone 2
2026 Targets

SPECIFIC TARGET

DESCRIPTION

LiPLANET as a
comprehensive
network covering all
required competencies
and production steps

All production steps for next generation battery cells are covered in
the network. Equipment updates for the pilot production of innovative
batteries are coordinated within the network to maximise synergies
and allow a fast and cost-effective transition to new technologies.

LiPLANET as contact
point and support

The LiPLANET office is established as a contact point for the European
battery ecosystem, seeking knowledge transfer, testing, certification,
legal agreements and pilot scale production services. Moreover,
regular coordination with other European initiatives (ETIP Batteries
Europe, BATTERY 2030+, BATT4EU, IPCEI) is well established.

Knowledge transfer
and continuous
awareness of
new R&D trends

Innovative battery technologies are closely monitored and knowledge
transfer regarding the implementation is communicated within the network.

The network’s pilot lines share quality standards and control equipment
to achieve and increase common quality for production and products.

Continuous knowledge transfer regarding industrial-scale production
from the LiPLANET pilot lines to universities and professional training
associations is established and perpetuated. Universities and other
institutions offer courses on battery production in cooperation with
LiPLANET and international exchange programmes for postgraduates
and post-docs are established.
Newly developed network IP as well as provided background IP
is jointly used within the network wherever possible, based on
standardised agreements.

Data exchange

LiPLANET supports members with the implementation of an
automated data collection for the established digital battery passport
as well as for manufacturing process efficiency optimisation. Initial
projects are underway for the continuous data management in battery
pilot lines, aiming for digital twins of the battery and production
systems over their entire life cycles.

Education
and training

An integrated database for relevant training and knowledge exchange is
established.
Pilot lines are offering “Learning factories” for specialised workers and
vocational training.

Sustainability and
circular battery
economy

Defined targets for circularity in pilot scale from recycling via material
upcycling to cell production are achieved within the network, by using
the complementary competencies of the LiPLANET pilot lines and of
external pilot lines on recycling and material synthesis.

LiPLANET approved
certification

Quality standards for each production step for a “LiPLANET approved”
seal are defined. The collaboration with inspection and certification
companies/associations is established. The certification process is
validated with launch customers within the network.

Open science

Open science is an established standard in the LiPLANET network
transactions. The network assists in open science projects and how
to establish them in industrial projects regarding open data, open
access, open software and/or infrastructure.

KEY FACTORS
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5.3

MILESTONE 3 - 2030

MILESTONES

2030 – Pillar of the European battery ecosystem

for the continuous innovation and optimisation of industrial
scale battery cell production

In its designated function as one-stop-shop, the LiPLANET
network is a main pillar of the European battery production

ecosystem. The network provides a direct point of contact
and advice for enquiries from the ecosystem. The goal is to

optimise the battery cell production and to accelerate circular
economy and digital transformation, in line with European
strategies on sustainability and batteries. LiPLANET promotes

the competences and the service portfolios of certified pilot

lines with the “LiPLANET approved” seal. These certified

members of the network are directly connected and provide a
comprehensive, coordinated range of services for the European
battery ecosystem, consisting of research, industry and

authorities. The service portfolio covers education, knowledge
transfer, testing, certification and pilot production of innovative
batteries (lithium and next generation technologies).

In order for the network to meet the above description, the
following tangible targets should be achieved by 2030:

Table 9

Milestone 3
2030 Targets

SPECIFIC TARGET

DESCRIPTION

LiPLANET as a
comprehensive
network covering all
required competencies
and production steps

The network partners provide the full spectrum of innovation services for
battery cell materials, production and recycling. Their activities range from
basic research to pilot applications and cover all relevant production steps.
As a one-stop-shop, LiPLANET communicates enquiries from the industry
within the network and addresses the respective partners. At the same
time, LiPLANET maximises synergies of customers and network partners.
The network‘s pilot lines offer high quality standards, which are certified
by the LiPLANET seal. Particular pilot lines of the network offer nearindustrial battery production environment to fulfil the needs of the industry.

LiPLANET as contact
point and support

The LiPLANET office is well known in the community and offers a
direct point of contact and consulting for enquiries from the ecosystem
by promoting the competences and service portfolios of certified
pilot lines. The cooperation with other European initiatives is fully
established and LiPLANET is a fixed part of the global ecosystem.

Knowledge transfer
and continuous
awareness of
new R&D trends

Innovative battery technologies are closely monitored and knowledge
transfer regarding the implementation is communicated within the network.

Data exchange

LiPLANET provides established data exchange mediums and processes.

Education
and training

An integrated database for relevant training and knowledge exchange is
provided. LiPLANET supports members and external interested parties
through the whole training process.

LiPLANET functions as innovation catalyser for the ecosystem, offering
international exchange formats.

International exchange programmes for postgraduates and post-docs
are supported.

Sustainability and
circular battery
economy

The rising targets for circularity are met by the members of the
LiPLANET network, supported by their exchange on best practices
and by data exchange.

LiPLANET approved
certification

The “LiPLANET approved” seal is constantly updated to ensure
standards that meet the requirements of cutting-edge battery quality
and manufacturing processes.

Open science

Open science is the recognised standard in the LiPLANET networks
transactions, providing guidelines with best practices and practical
experience.

KEY FACTORS
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p.50
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p.66
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ACTIONS

KEY FACTOR 1: NETWORK & SYNERGIES
KEY FACTOR 2: TECHNOLOGY
KEY FACTOR 3: DATA EXCHANGE
KEY FACTOR 4: KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
KEY FACTOR 5: EDUCATION & TRAINING
KEY FACTOR 6: CERTIFICATION & STANDARDISATION

The specific actions for the LiPLANET network and its expert
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groups are structured along the six key factors. The primary
participating expert groups for each key factor are listed in

Table 8. Nevertheless, all LiPLANET members will be involved
in the development and implementation of the actions.

Table 10

Key factors and
involved expert groups

KEY FACTORS

EXPERT GROUPS

Network & synergies

Technology

Data exchange

Knowledge exchange

Education & training

Certification & standardisation

EXPERT GROUPS

EG1
Safety in pilot
line operations

EG2
Production
technology
and sustainability

EG3
Cell design
and recyclability

EG4
Education
and training

EG5
Scientific
exchange
(Round Robin)

EG6
Digitalisation,
measurement
methods and quality

ACTIONS
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KEY FACTOR 1
NETWORK & SYNERGIES
The LiPLANET executive board and office coordinates the

network of pilot lines. This includes the strategy for the

further development of the network, the integration of further

pilot lines into the network, and the communication and
cooperation within the battery ecosystem.

One of the first steps is to further elaborate the benefits
of collaboration for the pilot lines and the related
opportunities as well as to promote the added value for

industry and policy, as part of the LiPLANET sustainability
plan before 2023 (MS1). The network‘s activities will be

aligned with policy, research and industry initiatives. The
agreements will be implemented in the network’s terms

and conditions for membership and used by the pilot lines.
Network coordination will also be in charge of providing an
overview of current activities in battery cell R&D&I and

achieving participation in related EU-funded projects for
LiPLANET and members of the network.

The LiPLANET office provides guidance and support to the
LiPLANET expert groups, which are essential for developing
the network and further strengthening the pilot lines. By 2026
(MS2), LiPLANET will be established as the coordinating

element for the pilot lines. It will harmonise the different

pilot lines and network activities, such as the ProZell
competence cluster for battery cell production, and support

the identification of target groups for each network and pilot

line. Based on the knowledge of existing competencies,
each pilot line will be able to specialise.

Communication will be coordinated from the beginning

by the LiPLANET office, including the website and other
communication

channels

such

as

newsletters,

social

media and conferences. The functions and content of

the website for clients and interested stakeholders, as well
as the network’s exclusive content, will be continuously

expanded to eventually become a one-stop-shop (MS3).
By 2023, synergies and cooperation with other relevant

EU initiatives like ETIP Batteries Europe, BATTERY2030+,
BATT4EU and IPCEI´s will be built-up. On this basis the clear
role of LiPLANET within the European battery ecosystem will

be defined and fixed, and unique selling points of LiPLANET
compared to other European and national initiatives are
generally recognized. Active communication with networks

outside Europe will be established. A regular LiPLANET
conference will be established as an exchange format with
other pilot lines as well as other initiatives and networks. The

first conference is to take place before the end of 2023 (MS1).
An important task of the executive board will be the

participation in committees and decision boards, with
a focus on topics such as the European battery strategy,
standards development or circular economy. The needs of
the European battery industry will change during the years,

particularly during the production ramp-up phase. To identify
and stay ahead of these needs, LiPLANET will conduct

surveys among the different stakeholders. Information on the
services the network and related pilot lines are offering
will be prepared and frequently updated.

Particularly the LiPLANET executive board and office

will follow up on these actions with support of the expert
groups and introduce them to the LiPLANET members and
stakeholders.

Figure 7 shows the actions for key factor 1 along the timeline.
They are categorised in “high priority” (blue arrow) and
“priority” (grey arrow).
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Figure 13

Actions in key factor 1

ACTIONS

Network & synergies

Establish LiPLANET as a coordination force, harmonizing the different PL
and network activities

Implement network agreements
by all pilot lines

Provide guidance and support to the
LiPLANET expert groups

Map the competencies of the PL

Support the specialisation of the PL

Develop sustainability plan
(a.o. define business model)

Expand website service functions
and dissemination

Participate in EU decision boards

Identify the needs of the industry

Participate in the definition of standards
for new generation battery technology
pilot lines

Consult the industry on compulsory
EU standards on battery production
into account (recycling quotas etc.)

Building up synergies with
other EU initiatives

Establish communication to networks
outside of the EU

Priority Action

High Priority Action

Monitor and participate in EU projects
and support the LiPLANET members

Establish and conduct a regular LiPLANET conference

MS 2026

MS 2030

Achieve self-organized coordination of PL in EU

Establish as one-stop-shop for battery production R&D&I
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KEY FACTOR 2
TECHNOLOGY
The goal of LiPLANET is to empower innovation, development
and upscaling of battery cell technologies, starting from
pilot lines to European industrial scale production. The focus

is on performance and sustainability of cell chemistries and

design, the production processes and quality standards.

This includes the introduction of a circular economy as well as
digitisation and Industry 4.0 in battery cell production.

First, all technologies that are suitable for achieving the

performance targets must be identified. The monitoring

of cell technologies and chemistries around the world will be
continuously revised until at least 2030 (MS3). Based on the
current state of the art, quality parameters will be set up

and continuously revised. An important first measure is the

establishment of collaborations between pilot lines and
equipment manufacturers to reach higher output in production
while maintaining or improving quality of battery cells. This will

also facilitate better quality controls, which might result in
scrap rates of less than 10 % in the overall production in selected

pilot lines, even for small batches, as early as 2023. By then,
a procedure and validation protocol using performance

indicators for different cell chemistries, battery technologies

and cell formats will be defined. These specific parameters will
be part of the battery passport and adapted as necessary.

The sustainability of production processes must be

validated as early as 2023 (MS1). This starts with a focus on
the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of batteries. The following
step is an indication of the CO2 footprint reduction potential

achieved by optimising production processes along the

entire value chain, i.e. active material production, electrode
production and cell production, among others and will be

continuously determined for each optimisation step until 2030.

In cooperation with the manufacturers, the battery cells will be

designed with a focus on their recyclability. This goes along
with the establishment of a circular economy for batteries.

Production is becoming increasingly sustainable, so that green

battery cell production can be in operation by 2026 (MS2),
starting with the materials used through processing.

In parallel to sustainability, the digitalisation of battery cell
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production is also a high priority in the LiPLANET network.
This starts with a focus on the computational (physics-

based and data-driven) modelling and sensorisation of

production equipment and batteries until 2023, to produce,

assess and forecast data in preparation for Industry 4.0.
The following step is the application and improvement of

Industry 4.0 technologies for lithium battery cell production
lines, with the objective to improve the processes, equipment
and cell technologies. One of the key applications is the virtual

planning and development of new process lines, carried out
with digital twins and supported by the LiPLANET members.

The digitalisation efforts should take benefit/be coupled
from/to European initiatives, such as the open digital battery

manufacturing platform ARTISTIC, the Alliance for the Internet

of Things Innovation AIOTI or the European Technology
Platform on Smart Systems Integration EPoSS.

In collaboration with the different stakeholders, particular the
equipment manufacturers, the equipment for the production of

next generation lithium-ion batteries must be set up by 2024.
Processes and process equipment for new cell technologies

must be developed. Following that, the flexibility of production
processes and equipment for faster changes and new
technologies will be tackled. Eventually the production steps for
post-lithium batteries are covered by 2026.

In summary, with regard to the key factor technology,
LiPLANET fosters the development and production of
innovative, sustainable and competitive batteries of all

modern technologies (LIBs (including Li metal), next generation
batteries) for research, industry and public authorities as well

EG1

Safety in pilot line operations

as the improvement of industrial processes and process

EG2

mass production of European battery cells starting from the

and sustainability

equipment. The roadmap actions are intended to empower

Production technology

pilot lines. Focus is on circular economy, digitisation and

EG3

flexibility as well as on quality standards.

The particular importance of the key factor technology is
shown by the fact that four out of six LiPLANET expert groups
are focusing on aspects of the topic:

Cell design and recyclability
EG6

Digitalisation, measurement
methods and quality
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Figure 14

Actions in key factor 2

ACTIONS

Technology

Identify all technologies suitable
to achieve performance targets

Technology R&D&I monitoring covering
Europe and other regions of the world

Increase Silicon materials
up to 15%

Coatings/pre-lithiation to reduce
volume ex-pansion of Si anodes

Define procedure & validation protocol for cell
chemistries, battery type and cell format

Validate “cell to pack”
cell design

Set up quality parameters based on the current state-of-the-art (defining C-rates, cycle
stability, minimum amount of critical raw materials, etc.) and revise constantly

Improve quality control to achieve production
scrap-rates < 10% in production

Establish colaboration
with equipment
manufacturers

Validate newly established
equipment in pilot lines

Support development
of processes
and equipment for
new cell generation

Equipment set-up for next
generation LIBs

Cover Post-LIB
production

Enable production
flexibility

Validate sustainable production processes,
e.g. dry coating

Green manufacturing
of battery cells
starting from materials
through processing

Design & improve recyclability of battery cells

Priority Action

High Priority Action

Support development and harmonisation
of LCA for batteries

Indicate CO2 footprint reduction
of optimized production processes

Digitalisation through computational modelling
and sensorisation of batteries and production
equipment to prepare for Industry 4.0

Application and improvement of Industry
4.0 technologies for the Li battery cell
production lines
Virtual planning and development
of new process lines with digital twins

MS 2026

Reduce material use through
micro-structured cathodes

Adapt cell chemistries & format,
battery type, specific parameters

Process thin Li foils in a
continuous manner

MS 2030
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KEY FACTOR 3
DATA EXCHANGE
LiPLANET aims to support the standardisation activities for
batteries in Europe and to build a strong network, especially
for linking the pilot lines. For this purpose, it is vital that the

members of the network can efficiently exchange data
and information. The increased connectivity will enable

innovation and new service offerings, so early implementation
and continuous optimisation of efficient data exchange
procedures is key to the success of the LiPLANET network.

The basic framework consists of a suitable data exchange
platform (through a cloud service) as well as standardised,
well-established meta-data and data formats complying
with the FAIR principles. The setup and test applications for

data exchange in the network are to be completed by 2023

(MS1), followed by the continuous adaptation of the data
exchange platform and processes during further use. In a

first step, relevant data sets have to be identified in the
network, regarding e.g. type and amount of data, standard
protocols and meta data. Requirements and industrial
needs on data have to be collected from the pilot lines.

During the test phase in pilot projects, the members of the

LiPLANET network will examine, if and how (customised)
services for the battery ecosystem can be offered based

on the data exchange. It is important to address datasharing-related issues in the context of business models

of the network as well as of the individual partners. By
2026 (MS2), rules, guidelines and the legal basis for data

exchange in the network and beyond will be defined and

optimised. Subsequently, in addition to the ongoing use of
the data exchange procedure, the focus will be on building
up new know-how, based on the collected data.

Additionally, it is planned to set up a system for feeding
automatically collected data from pilot lines into the

exchange platform before 2025. The aim is to set up a
common database to support the optimisation of batteries

and their production. This database can accelerate the

emergence of digital twins in battery production and the

battery passport. By 2023, LiPLANET aims to support the
definition of a flexible exchange format for the battery

passport to track the life cycle of pilot line batteries that will
be continuously used and enhanced until 2030 (MS3). Digital

twins for individual pilot lines are to be set up at an early
stage in order to prepare their use for the planning and
operation of industrial scale battery factories.

Particularly the expert groups EG5 “Scientific exchange
(Round Robin)” and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement
methods and quality” will follow up on these actions and
introduce them to the LiPLANET members.
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Figure 15

Actions in key factor 3

ACTIONS

Data exchange

Elaborate basic legal framework
for internal & external data exchange

Optimise the legal basis for this exchange,
updating guidelines, rules and legal issues

Set rules, guidelines and roles for internal
and external data exchange

Set up data exchange
platform

Build up know-how based on the exchanged
data, update, identify and apply new services

Analyse requirements for data
exchange platform and data format(s)

Define the needed meta data and standard
protocols, set up a glossary

Support the definition of a flexible
format for the battery passport

Support the establishment of
the battery passport for tracing

Develop incentives for data exchange

Test exchange platform in pilots (internal
and external) with drafted cooperation rules

Build digital twins
of pilot lines

Continuously adapt data formats
and exchange processes

Digital twin for planning and operation
of industrial scale factories

Establish automated data collection
and direct exchange from the production

Consolidate the exchanged data for
simulation in the digital twin simulation
to optimize battery production and type

Set up database for future optimisation
of battery type and production
Priority Action

High Priority Action

Clarify and update industry needs from pilot lines and set requirements
for pilot lines to produce industry relevant results

MS 2026

MS 2030
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KEY FACTOR 4
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
The exchange of knowledge between the LiPLANET pilot
lines and with the different stakeholders from industry,

academia and politics of the European battery ecosystem is
an essential part of the network activities. The objective of the
key factor is to create and maintain a trustful, motivated

and fair culture of knowledge sharing for mutual benefit.
To support this, LiPLANET will provide guidelines, discuss

research methods, identify research gaps and anticipate
emerging topics around core technologies and their

application. This will enable the network to act as an interface
between industry and academia, using the latest knowledge
to work on the future challenges of cell production.

A crucial step was the establishment of the six initial LiPLANET

expert groups, to assure a regular exchange of information and
knowledge, address questions and develop publications and
guidelines. A first example is the guidance for data in publications,

developed in EG5 “Scientific Exchange (Round Robin)”. The

LiPLANET website already contains information, contacts and
news as well as a member’s area for information exchange.

Over the coming years, these functions will be further expanded

towards an active platform for the battery ecosystem, providing
information on the services and capabilities of the pilot
lines, training programmes, events and room for questions

and discussion. Eventually, it will become the one-stop-shop
for battery production R&D&I until 2030 (MS3). A newsletter
is also already active. LiPLANET will continue to further develop

activities in social media, presence at conferences, participation
in EU initiatives and projects.

The network will follow the open science practices. The term

does not refer to free accessibility of (raw and processed)
research results, but to accessibility within the community
as open as possible, and as closed as necessary. As open

science will strengthen the effective use of research budgets
and foster high-quality research, LiPLANET will work out

guidelines and test methods for improvement by 2023
(MS1). The methods for the knowledge exchange encompass

creative techniques seeking to identify and validate market

opportunities (opportunity recognition workshops) and

to develop local open innovations through stakeholder
workshops. These methods will be used to support

industry ramp-up and collaboration until 2025 and beyond.
Manuals will provide instructions and best practices to raise
and sustain standards.

Until 2023, a common framework and guidelines for the

IP generated through the joint research and development
is going to be elaborated within the network. To support
further education of staff for the industry and the pilot lines
and to provide more networking opportunities, mobility
programmes for young and senior researchers will be

conceptualised until 2023 (MS1) in collaboration with

professional vocational training organisations and established
during the ramp-up phase of the European battery industry

(MS2). The qualification will be proven through certificates
handed out by the vocational training organisation.

To establish comparable qualification methods and
ensure common production procedures for all LiPLANET

pilot lines, a round robin test was developed and conducted.

It is to be further developed and extended to all joining pilot
lines by 2023 (MS1). Related to this is the development of a
standard cell with which new cell technologies and results

are compared and which serves as a source for data science.
Particularly the expert groups EG5 “Scientific exchange
(Round Robin)” and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement
methods and quality” will follow up on these actions and
introduce them to the LiPLANET members.
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Actions in key factor 4

ACTIONS

Knowledge exchange

Foresight and identification of research gaps
& definition of benchmarks

Expand and strengthen the
LiPLANET expert groups

Support quality standard processes and guidelines
for battery research and innovation

Establish standards
for quality

Test open science methods and agree
on/implement guidelines

Definition of reference materials and recipes
for open knowledge exchange

Standardise exchange of methods
and formats

Develop a framework
for IP protection

Support the industry ramp-up and
collaboration with instruction and best
practices to raise and sustain the standards

Further develop and expand round robin
test to joining PLs

Make the process transparent for the
“LiPLANET approved“ seal

Establish knowledge exchange with other
industrial and social areas

Facilitate opportunity recognition and local
open innovation workshops

Establish a joint discussion on next
generation batteries in alternative formats

Set up framework for staff mobility
programmes

Priority Action

High Priority Action

Run and review the framework
for staff mobility

Establish exchange with other European
and international initiatives

Provide information on the services and capabilities of the pilot
lines, training programmes, events on the website

MS 2026

MS 2030
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ACTIONS
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KEY FACTOR 5
EDUCATION & TRAINING
LiPLANET pursues the objective to foster and perpetuate
the availability of a highly trained workforce through
collaboration with universities and training associations.
Starting from a common definition and elaboration of the
educational objectives based on the needs and gaps in
knowledge and skills identified in collaboration with the industry,
new curricula and programme content as well as concepts
for vocational training are to be developed in the LiPLANET
pilot lines until 2023 (MS1). Regarding academic education,
examples are dual master programmes, battery-related
PhD programmes or international exchange programmes.
These have to be coordinated with existing initiatives and
programmes, such as the EBA Academy, Erasmus+ Master
programme MESC+ or DESTINY PhD programme on batteries.
Regarding vocational training, LiPLANET can provide learning
facilities for industrial personnel. Concepts of these learning
facilities have to be created in a joint development process
together with the industry before 2023 (MS1). These “Learning
Factories” are to be set up by 2024. The concept development
for the courses and facilities is supported by the LiPLANET
expert group EG4 “Education and Training”.
By 2026 (MS2), the programmes are to be implemented and
established. This requires a strong cooperation with universities,
educational providers, training associations and the industry.
The programmes have to be aligned with current courses,
educational databases and funding instruments for education.
International exchange programmes offer an opportunity
to showcase the LiPLANET pilot lines as well as the European
battery industry in general as an attractive employer, thus
potentially increasing the talent pool in Europe. To establish
these programmes and use their full potential, LiPLANET
must not only continuously support the infrastructure for
such courses, but also develop marketing strategies to
advertise and promote them.
Once established, the programmes have to be continuously
updated and further specialised to secure the high level of
expertise in Europe in the long term. This requires an ongoing

exchange with the industry on skill gaps and relevant
learning objectives. To encourage the lifelong learning of the
workforce, these programmes as well as specialised online
courses of the LiPLANET pilot lines and associates will be
promoted via the LiPLANET website/one-stop shop by
2026 (MS2) at the latest. Going beyond 2026, material recycling
and the use of secondary raw materials are expected to be
increasingly relevant topics for specialised courses.
Particularly the expert groups EG4 “Education and training”
and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement methods and
quality” will follow up on these actions and introduce them
to the LiPLANET members.
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Actions in key factor 5

ACTIONS

Education & training

Identify knowledge
& skills gaps

Define & standardise
objectives

Continuously revise needs and learning objectives in exchange with the industry

Develop/coordinate study programs with existing initiatives
(e.g. EBA Academy, Battery 2030+, ALBATTS...)

Align with current
educational providers
& organisation for
vocational training

Support the infrastructure for continuous international
student exchanges in battery-related courses

Support international battery-related
master programs

Structure battery-related PhD programs

Develop new curricula and program
contents, e.g. dual master programs

Plan vocational
training facility

Set up “Learning Factories”
with pilot lines

Initiate joint development of industrial
courses and trainings

Create/support industry-driven funding
instruments for education

Develop marketing & promotion
strategies for education
Priority Action

High Priority Action

Support staff exchange programmes
for the industry

MS 2026

Establish long-term programmes to secure high level
of expertise in Europe

Develop specialised education
programs for material recycling
and secondary raw material batteries
as well as for sustainability

Promote multi-lingual educational/learning
courses to encourage life-long learning of workforce

MS 2030
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KEY FACTOR 6
CERTIFICATION & STANDARDISATION
LiPLANET pursues the objective to support battery
standardisation activities in Europe.

One of the greatest difficulties for standardisation initiatives is
the fast development of battery technologies and equipment

and the great diversity that exists. In order to keep pace,
it is necessary to identify and bundle current standards,
including standards for the battery cell production process
flow, pilot line safety and test procedures, and to develop

standards for data exchange protocols by 2023 (MS1). A

release schedule for standards and their time-dependent
criteria is to be defined by 2026 (MS2). To achieve MS3,

battery standards will be harmonised in terms of quality
and sustainability according to EU directives by 2030 (MS3).
The participation in standardisation bodies is a further

important contribution of LiPLANET to the development of
uniform battery standards in Europe. In this way, LiPLANET

can advise the network members on compliance with
mandatory EU standards. Furthermore, LiPLANET can
actively participate in the definition of a standard for pilot
lines of next generation battery technology.

In addition, an important measure is to enable the LiPLANET
pilot lines to work with round-robin protocols. Conducting

round-robin tests is important for the comparability of
qualification methods. These actions altogether provide
the opportunity to develop a standard for battery quality
“Made in Europe” that has emerged from pilot lines.

With regard to certification, LiPLANET pursues the vision of
introducing and establishing a quality seal “LiPLANET

approved” for pilot lines. This seal shows that the certified
pilot lines (which are all R&D pilot lines participating in the

LiPLANET network) and products meet certain quality

standards. In order to achieve the vision of such a quality
seal, the requirements for it will be defined by 2023
(MS1). All requirements should be defined depending on the
respective customer and the market; it needs to be clarified

what exactly needs to be standardised or certified. Then a
marketing strategy will be developed and followed until
2026 to promote the defined standards and certifications.

At the same time, a process to implement the standards

with (industry) customers will be defined and followed. The
above measures are intended to support the establishment of

the LiPLANET quality seal and provide an incentive for other
pilot lines to also join the network.

Particularly the expert groups EG5 “Scientific exchange
(Round Robin)” and EG6 “Digitalisation, measurement
methods and quality” will follow up on these actions and
introduce them to the LiPLANET members.
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Actions in key factor 6

ACTIONS

Certification & standardisation

Harmonise standards regarding quality
and sustainability in the EU

Identify existing standards like DIN,
ISO, e.g. 9..etc.

Define release schedule for standards
(time-dependent criteria for standards)

Participate in standardisation
committees

Develop data
exchange standards

Harmonise with
existing standards

Develop standards
for cell safety

Define cell
safety validation

Define standard battery cell process flow
(to be shared between pilot lines)

Identify most important parameters
for each production process step

Enable pilot lines to work on round robin protocol,
for comparability and quality

Promote standards among industry, pilot lines,
material development

Priority Action

High Priority Action

Define requirements for the quality
seal “LiPLANET approved”

Develop and pursue marketing strategy to
promote the certifications and standards

MS 2026

Support development of battery quality
standard “Made in Europe”

MS 2030
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CONCLUSION

With innovation and a combined effort, Europe aims to
consolidate the European battery ecosystem and achieve

the targeted objectives. The battery cell production pilot

lines across Europe play an important role in this. They bring
together know-how in battery technology and cell production
and enable them to be tested and further developed.

Furthermore, they constitute a crucial infrastructure resource
for the training and education of staff that is imperatively
needed in the emerging European battery industry. However,

as solitaires, the pilot lines can hardly keep up with global

advances in cell production. To maximise the impact for
competitiveness, cooperation as well as mutual exchange of

data, expertise and access rights between these pilot lines is
crucial. The LiPLANET network brings together the European

lithium battery cell production pilot lines and key players in
the battery sector, with the ambition to become the one-stop

shop service provider for education, knowledge transfer,

testing, certification and pilot scale production of lithium and

post-lithium battery cell technologies for research, industry
and authorities.

In order to be able to reach the milestones in 2023, 2026 and
2030 as described in this roadmap and to realise the LiPLANET
vision, a continuous effort of the stakeholders as well as further
connections with pilot lines, experts and complementary

European initiatives will be necessary. Further support and
coordination will be required to assure financial stability and

a sustainable development of the network and to build up
training and education capacity in line with industrial needs.
A mutual knowledge exchange with the industry partners

through collaboration, open science and transparency is
necessary and beneficial for both sides. The developments in

the battery ecosystem are dynamic, hence the roadmap is a
living document and may change in the future. It is essential to

keep the bigger picture in mind and to assure that the various
European initiatives and national authorities with overlapping

stakeholders are properly aligned. The LiPLANET network will
be an important part of the puzzle by strengthening the pilot

lines through collaboration and knowledge exchange, to provide
the best possible services to the European battery ecosystem of
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academia, industry and authority.

CONCLUSION

Regular updates and reviews of the LiPLANET roadmap,
conducted by the LiPLANET members and coordinated by
the executive board are foreseen to adapt to the situation of

the network and the European ecosystem. In particular, the

period between the milestones 2026 and 2030 will require
further refinements as it gets closer.

If you are interested to contribute or comment, please contact
us under info@liplanet.eu.
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8.1 EUROPEAN INITIATIVES
8.2 LiPLANET PILOT LINES

8.1

EUROPEAN INITIATIVES

The following list shows relevant European strategies,
initiatives and cluster, taken into consideration for alignment

and coordination with the LiPLANET network. The list is nonexhaustive and further initiatives may follow.
SDG
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld

European Green Deal
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
TXT/?qid=1596443911913&uri=CELEX:52019DC0640#document2

Strategic Action Plan on Batteries
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0e8b694e-59b5-11e8-ab41-01aa75ed71a1.0003.02/
DOC_3&format=PDF

Batteries Directive
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/batteries/index.htm

Batteries Regulation
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020PC0798

ETIP BatteRIes Europe SRA
https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/research-technology-and-innovation/batteries-europe_en

Batteries European Partnership BATT4EU
https://bepassociation.eu/

Batteries IPCEI
https://www.ipcei-batteries.eu/

European Battery Alliance EBA
https://www.eba250.com/

EBA Academy
https://www.eba250.com/eba-academy

Erasmus+ Master programme MESC+
https://mesc-plus.eu/

DESTINY PhD program on batteries
https://www.destiny-phd.eu/

Battery 2030+
https://battery2030.eu/

ETIP SNET
https://www.etip-snet.eu/
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EMIRI
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http://emiri.eu/

Circular Economy initiative Deutschland
https://www.circular-economy-initiative.de/english

European Association for Storage of Energy EASE
http://ease-storage.eu/

EERA
https://www.eera-set.eu/

EARPA
https://www.earpa.eu/

ALISTORE ERI
http://www.alistore.eu/

ProZell cluster
https://www.prozell-cluster.de/

GreenBatt cluster
https://www.greenbatt-cluster.de/en/

RECHARGE
https://www.rechargebatteries.org/

European Battery Recycling Association EBRA
https://www.ebra-recycling.org/

EUROBAT
https://eurobat.org/

BATSTORM
http://www.batstorm-project.eu/

KLiB e.V
http://www.klib-org.de/home/

VDMA Batterieproduktion
https://www.vdma.org/level-2-minimal/-/category/3799736

ARTISTIC
https://www.erc-artistic.eu/

Alliance for the Internet of Things Innovation AIOTI
https://aioti.eu/

European Technology Platform on Smart Systems Integration EPoSS
https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/

8.2

LiPLANET PILOT LINES

Fraunhofer Institute for Silicon Technology
Itzehoe, Germany

https://www.isit.fraunhofer.de/en.html

Battery LabFactory Braunschweig (BLB)
Brunswick, Germany

https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/en/blb/

Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research
Baden-Württemberg (ZSW)
Stuttgart, Germany

https://www.zsw-bw.de/en.html

UK BATTERY INDUSTRIALISATION CENTRE - UKBIC
Baginton, United Kingdom
https://www.ukbic.co.uk/

Avesta Battery & Energy Engineering (ABEE)
Brussels, Belgium

https://abeegroup.com

University of Applied Sciences Landshut
Landshut, Germany

https://www.haw-landshut.de/en/

CEA-Liten

Grenoble, France
https://www.cea.fr/cea-tech/liten/english/Pages/Welcome.aspx

CIC energiGUNE

Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain
https://www.cicenergigune.com

CIDETEC

Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain
https://www.cidetec.es/en/home

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH
Vienna, Austria

https://www.ait.ac.at/en/

Technical University of Munich
Munich, Germany

https://www.tum.de/en/
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